
From: Ron Oberbillig
To:
Cc: ; ; ;

Subject: RE: Upcoming SPRC Meeting
Date: Thursday, April 12, 2018 1:51:46 PM

Matt:  What kind of policies and rules does Arlington County have with respect to landscaping
around commercial activities in the middle of single family neighborhoods?  Is the material
available for review?Who at the County is responsible for reviewing, guiding and approving
VHC's approach to landscaping for the proposed expansion?  What we've seen so far is
minimalist at best in my judgment.

Thank you!

Ron Oberbillig
President, Tara Manor HOA



From: John R. Deni
To:

Subject: Virginia Hospital Center project
Date: Friday, April 06, 2018 12:05:34 AM

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am a homeowner in Taratowne townhouses (1800 block of N. George
Mason Dr.) and part of the Langston Civic Association.  I cannot support
the proposed project by VHC as currently presented.  The size and mass of
the medical building is too big for a residential community and
the setbacks are too narrow.  The building should be moved to the interior
of the property and the space from the curb of George Mason Dr. to the
building should be at least 60 feet, not just 25. 

As for the the 2,000-car parking garage and the amount of vehicles driving
along George Mason Dr., that increase in traffic is going to impact our
townhouse community in many negative ways -- more noise, stopped cars
blocking our community parking lot, safety issues for walkers and bikers,
vehicles trespassing in our parking lot, the inability to make U-turns
safely, and the current proposed traffic light at entrance 6 is dangerous
idea.

I urge you to carefully look at the impact of this project and to please
advise the applicant (VHC) to listen to the concerns of the community.

Sincerely,
John R. Deni
Owner, 1824 N. George Mason Drive



From: Amy Thompson
To:
Subject: Virginia Hospital Center - positive neighbor comments
Date: Monday, April 02, 2018 4:18:54 PM

Hi Matt and Jessica - 

As a planner who lives on N. Edison Street near the Virginia Hospital Center I wanted to send a
little positive feedback from the community; I assume you could use some of that.  I thought
that the staff presentation you all submitted for the March 22nd meeting made a lot of sense,
and I hope the hospital team takes those up.  I think softening of the garage at 19th and
Edison would go a long way, and ensuring that you use the existing topography to sink it a bit. 
I think it is a great idea to remove the on-street parking on George Mason in that area; it
already seems to fast a road to have street blocking that tends to block view.  There is such
great mature landscaping there now, I hope you can keep some of that, but I know that is
tough.  Anyway, I just wanted to offer some neighborhood support since I've seen that there
are some trying to fight you all a bit.

Along those lines, I think something I haven't seen much of is the plan for improved traffic
calming along Edison with this development, I'd love to help with that seems very much called
for. 

Thank you!
Amy Thompson, AICP, LEED AP ND



From: ldw
To:

Subject: Concern about planned VHC project
Date: Sunday, April 01, 2018 5:02:15 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am a homeowner in Taratowne townhouses (1800 block of N. George Mason Dr.) and part of
the Langston Civic Association.  I cannot support the proposed project by VHC as currently
presented.  The size and mass of the medical building is too big for a residential community and
the setbacks are too narrow.  The building should be moved to the interior of the property and
the space from the curb of George Mason Dr. to the building should be at least 60 feet, not just 25.

As for the the 2,000 car parking garage and the amount of vehicles driving along George Mason
Dr., that increase in traffic is going to impact our townhouse community in many negative
ways...more noise, stopped cars blocking our community parking lot, safety issues for walkers
and bikers, vehicles trespassing in our parking lot, the inability to make U-turns safely, and the
current proposed traffic light at entrance 6 is dangerous idea.

We are asking our county representatives to carefully look at the impact of this project and to
please advise the applicant (VHC) to listen to the concerns of the community.

Thank you for listening,
Laura Williams



From: Tracy Sean Greiner
To:
Subject: Deed restrictions
Date: Wednesday, March 28, 2018 9:33:19 AM

Hi Matt,

I had a conversation with Nancy and I brought up the subject of residential development for
Edison Street and she indicated that there may by some deed restrictions on the property from
when the hospital sold the land to the county. 

If there are restrictions, if you could give me a synopsis of what they are that would be great as
some of the neighbors and I have had a residential discussion.

Thanks!

-- 
Tracy Sean Greiner



From: Tracy Sean Greiner
To:
Cc:
Subject: Site plans
Date: Monday, March 26, 2018 1:39:44 PM

Hi Matt,

I think the question may have been asked and answered at some point but in the history of
Arlington County Site Plan review process, has there ever been a site plan the size of what
VHC is proposing including the garage that was entirely surrounded by single family
residential homes?

Thanks

Tracy Greiner



From: Bruce, Michael D [USA]
To:
Cc:
Subject: VA Hospital Center Site Plan - Comments and Requests
Date: Monday, March 19, 2018 1:39:02 PM

Matt and Jessica,

Several weeks ago I sent some questions to the county prior to the site walk through which I
could not attend due to family commitments.
I have not yet had a response to my questions and issues raised.  I am a member of the citizen
task force comprises of WWCA, HHHV CA, and Tara Leeway CA.
Please respond to my earlier questions.

I have an issue with the traffic study report provided by the VA Hospital Center contractor,
dated December 1 2017.
As you are aware, starting in early December 2017, I-66 tolling has gone into effect.  The study
was based upon 2016 traffic data – as verbally stated during one of the last SPRC hearings.
If you query current Arlington residents, you would hear that residents can visually observe an

increase in traffic on local roads to/from DC and Rosslyn (e.g., Lee Highway, 16th St,
Washington Blvd, Route 50, Wilson Blvd).
Without a new baseline of traffic patterns based on this new “system-wide” Dec 2017 event,
the report’s conclusions as to volume cannot be deemed current.
Please look to address this issue during the SPRC process so an informed decision can be
rendered concerning traffic impacts.

I would desire to see whether parking garage entrances on Edison and 19th Streets can be
CLOSED during non-peak traffic hours – e.g., weekends, holidays, night, non-shift change
hours).  This would remove traffic from residential streets during times of low volumes of

traffic on George Mason, and 16th Street.

Having been WWCA President during the construction of the current hospital tower, I also
have the following questions, to which I desire an answer:

1. The WWCA was given $120,000 for traffic calming measures.  This was to be managed
as a separate fund by the county, and was to be use for WWCA initiated projects that
met county rules/regulations/guidelines.

a. What is the current balance in this account?
b. Please provide the WWCA a statement of transactions to show the use of these

funds for WWCA initiated projects.
2. In order to join additional height for the prior tower, the hospital was required to

provide amenities to the community.  These included the Healing Garden in the WWCA
locality and other benefits for the Arlington community.



As the current effort proposes a structure of similar height, which is not included in the
prior SPRC, what amenities are being proposed that provide community benefit to
offset proposed building height?

Thanks,
Michael Bruce



From: Suzanne Nirschl Brown
To:

Subject: SPRC Meeting Thursday March 8.
Date: Friday, March 16, 2018 8:34:34 PM

Hi Dennis,

Thank you for the presentation on Thursday, the 8th.  As the president of Taratowne's HOA, I
am representing the 12 townhouses in the 1800 block off N. George Mason Dr.  When you
asked the panel at the table if there were any further questions or concerns about the road
changes, traffic, and parking along George Mason Dr., I wanted to raise my hand because
there are.

We are requesting a response to each of these concerns and questions, hopefully at the start of
the next SPRC meeting. We are also asking Tracy and Ron follow through for us, too.

What has been first and foremost disappointing is the clear fact that this VHC proposed
project is going to impact anyone living near the campus in a negative way.  Our way of life
will not be better, will not remain the same, it will be worse.  
What is also disappointing is the way that a number of people continue to try and find ways to
get as many vehicles as possible onto N. George Mason Dr., as if this road was a highway
with no residential homes next to it.

In specific to what was discussed on Thursday, here are the problems:

1) A TRAFFIC LIGHT at entrance 6 is going to impact us negatively. Please look at the feet
from where you turn out of our private parking lot to where that light would be. We have 30
vehicles coming and going all day long.  If there are cars at a red light they will be backed up
close to our opening, therefore blocking us in.

2) A traffic light at entrance 6 is going to effect how we can quickly and safely make U-turns
to head North on George Mason Dr.  There is no way to even think about making a U-turn at
the light itself...too dangerous. We'd have a difficult time even getting over to that left lane to
try, which I wouldn't ever do for obvious reasons.

3) So where are we going to make our U-turns now?  Will we be allowed to U-turn around
the opening in front of 17th St.?  Will you keep that extra left turn lane in place to allow us
to do that or will we be holding up traffic in the regular left lane as we wait and wait and wait
for an opening to U-turn?

4) Putting a light at the intersection of 19th St. and George Mason makes the most
commonsense from so many angles. It allows all the cars coming from 19th St. (residents,
staff, visitors, etc.) to safely make a right or left turn onto George Mason Dr. from both sides
of 19th St.  It allows time for our 30 vehicles, and all the vehicles from the houses next to us,
Tara Manor, to have time to exit their driveways and street (right or left turn out).  It is the
safest way for any pedestrian to cross over George Mason Dr.  It allows the Art Bus, which is
in front of our property to not feel pressured by cars moving by, and in fact if the bus makes
the green light and then it turns red, that gives the bus space and time to load up while cars are
stopped at the light behind it. Even with cars turning left out of 19th St. (East side), they will
be hugging the left lane.



5) Our residents do not agree with trying to steer more vehicles onto N. George Mason Dr.,
that is not fair to us.  For example: Having a "left turn only" when exiting the staff entrance at
19th St. and forcing the cars to George Mason Dr. We have sympathy for those on 19th
St. and Edison St., but those of us living on N. George Mason Dr. are going to have the
majority of the impact mess and really don't think it's right to keep dumping cars in front of
our homes and driveways at all costs. I mean the fact that this complex is going to have BOTH
main entrances off George Mason Dr. and within 2 blocks of each other, is a hard enough pill
to swallow and frankly confusing and we think unreasonable.

6) PARKING:  With this current proposal the street parking that is used by our residents and
guests will be taken away. We have assigned spaces in our lot (like a house has a driveway)
and only 6 guests spaces. For units with more than 2 cars and for most guests and visitors that
come to the property, they rely on the ten parking spaces across from us along George Mason
Dr., on the four spaces/same side as us along George Mason Dr., and at times across the street
along 19th St. (south side unrestricted parking).  The one other place we can try to park is right
next to us on 19th St.'s south side. That side is unrestricted and obviously the most convenient
since it's next to our property.  PROBLEM IS:  it's a hot spot and always full from patients and
staff from VHC, and from the houses on 19th St. (which is really disappointing since that
north side of the street is restricted and all those houses can park there if they want with their
permits).

***So, where are we supposed to go now?  Would the County be willing to restrict parking
on the south side of 19th St. next to us and allow our townhouses permits to park
there???  That seems very fair to us!

7) If the hospital continues to charge money for parking in its garages, there will be those folks
that don't want to go into the garage.  So right now, we have a continuous problem with
patients and even have caught staff, parking in our guest spaces and walking across the street,
or sitting in their vehicles in our lot as they wait for a friend or family member to see a doctor.
This is going to be even worse with a medical building right across the street from us. The
temptation is just too great.

***So, would the hospital being willing to have FREE parking in the garages for all
patients and visitors?  This seems reasonable to us!

8) Is there a study that can be done to see what a road like George Mason Dr. is supposed to
handle?  Number of cars per day, wear and tear on the road, etc.?  Shouldn't there be more
than one traffic study company gathering data as we feel like the current numbers are being
under reported? Just like anything we do here with our HOA, we get quotes and analysis from
at least three companies before making decisions.

9) With all this added traffic, what do you think the effect is going to be on bikers that
commute to work?  My husband has done that for years, biking to the bike path next to Rt. 66.
Arlington has basically taken car lanes away from many major roads around us
here...Washington Blvd., Williamsburg Blvd., Patrick Henry Dr., Yorktown Blvd., N. George
Mason Dr. (between Yorktown Blvd. and Lee Hwy.) and built bike lanes. Yet, this section
from N. George Mason Dr. to Wilson Blvd. will experience hundreds of added vehicles if this
project goes through. That is quite a disconnect on the philosophy of Arlington being "bike
friendly."  The Custis and W&OD bike paths are next to Rt. 66, as you know, and bikers need



to get there from North Arlington. This seems like a major safety problem.  And PLEASE do
not even think about converting the two lanes of George Mason Dr. to one and putting in a
bike lane because that would be an awful idea and cause stopped cars and major
backups...which BTW is already occurring because of these separate bike lanes. Take a peak
at N. George Mason Dr. between 26th St. and Lee Hwy. sometime. Or along Washington
Blvd. between N. George Mason Dr. and Sycamore St.  Backed up cars!!!

So, I hope you and others can see we are very, very concerned about the impact of this project
in many different ways.

Taratowne residents would greatly appreciate responses to each of these issues and questions. 

Thank you very much for taking the time to read this long email.

Have a nice weekend!

Suzanne

P.S. We still would like to know why an Outpatient Surgery Center can't be built somewhere
else... taking traffic away from this area, freeing up parking in the current garages, and leaving
the residential neighborhoods at peace.



From: RICHARD PETGES
To:
Subject: Hospital traffic project
Date: Friday, March 09, 2018 1:30:23 PM

To Matthew M Ladd:

As discussed by phone, I believe that the all the traffic lights in the hospital
vicinity should be electronically  equipped to turn green for the ambulance, as
the ambulance is approaching the intersection.  I believe the light at Glebe
Road and Washington Blvd already does this.  The traffic lights at George
Mason/Washington Blvd interception and George Mason/16th Street
intersection and Glebe Road/16th Street intersection should also be equipped
to do this.  This would help to reduce siren noise.  

Rich Petges 



From: Suzanne Nirschl Brown
To:

Subject: Tonight"s SPRC meeting.
Date: Thursday, March 08, 2018 5:46:02 PM
Attachments:

Hi All,

In case any of you check your emails before the meeting this evening, I thought I would let
you know that I'd like to offer three different recommendations, if I get the mic and if not I'll
be bringing my first grade drawing with me.

For VHC to obtain the space needed for the approved beds they could think of some other
ways:

1) Build an outpatient center on the Carlin Springs property or another piece of land, and if
needed 2-3 stories for doctor's offices and remove the outpatient center from VHC and some
of the offices.

2) Leave the outpatient surgery center where it is in the hospital and relocate physicians to
another medical bldg. on another piece of property, again Carlin Springs?

3) Supply another architectural drawing for the Edison Site that brings the Medical Bldg.
down a level or two, and the parking deck down a level or two, and have the structures mirror
the other side of the campus, with large setbacks, roads moving along the outside of the
property, and nice landscaping.

There is no reason why the north side of this property has to be different than the south side,
especially when the impact to homeowners is much greater and more houses (50 at least) will
be directly affected.

See you soon!  ☺

Suzanne



From: Suzanne Nirschl Brown
To:

Subject: Tomorrow"s SPRC Meeting
Date: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 7:09:58 PM

Hi Everyone,

Have you all had a chance to look at some of the changes to the proposed site?  The #7
entrance (which is in front of 17th St. has been removed all together) and an interior road has
been extended. So now there are two entrances into the complex for the patients and visitors
which is #6 and #8.    

Also they now want to remove street parking along George Mason Dr. and create a 3rd left
turning lane off George Mason to turn onto 19th St. But still want to have a traffic light at the
#6 entrance.

While it is encouraging to see some slight modifications, I still sense that what is happening is
they are trying to adjust the streets (take away parking to increase a lane or move a bus stop)
and modify sidewalks, but still are firm on the building placements, height, and lack
of reasonable setbacks.  

After thinking about what Board Member Katie Cristol said, "Try to narrow down what you
actually would like to see happen and drive those points over and over again," I'm wondering
how we can come together as a group and decide how to approach agreed upon points.  And
while you may think I'm going out on a limb, it is clear to me that those living near this
proposed complex really do not want it at all or at least in the way it is being presented.  So
why can't we propose our recommendation over and over again.  I'd like to hear the
hospital applicant to further explain why they want, not necessarily need, a 7 story medical
building and a huge parking garage. Perhaps we will also hear how this actually helps the
residents in North Arlington by bringing hundreds and hundreds of more people and cars into
residential neighborhoods and on residential streets that are not equipped to handle this kind of
traffic (no matter how many lights, turn lanes, and blinking pedestrian crosswalks they draw
up).

Here's the recommendation: 

**The hospital can obtain the space needed for the approved hospital beds, by removing the
outpatient surgery floor in the current hospital and perhaps a floor or two of doctor's offices.
Build an outpatient surgery center on another site (how 'bout Carlin Springs?).
1) This will pull traffic away from North Arlington.
2) This will lessen the need for staff, visitor, and patient parking.
3) An outpatient surgery center does not need to be near a hospital
4) VHC will remain what is was set up to be...a community hospital serving Arlington not a

Mega Complex Medical Facility/Teaching Hospital with numerous physicians' offices.

To me there are TWO main problems with this proposed complex:

1) The buildings are too high and too close to residential homes which is not beneficial to



the surrounding community.
2) The traffic along all these corridors is going to increase the risk of accidents, noise,

pollution, and lower the quality of life for Arlington residents that live in surrounding
neighborhoods, along with taking away street parking, and making it more difficult for
homeowners to leave their driveways, parking lots, and side streets.

The traffic impact is not limited to N. George Mason Dr., although it will carry the majority no
doubt. An increase in cars will be seen:

1) Along Edison St. from Lee Hwy. to 16th St.
2) Along 16th St. from Glebe Rd. to Patrick Henry Dr.
3) Along 17th St. from Glebe Rd. to Edison St.
4) Along Patrick Henry Dr. running across Harrison St. to George Mason Dr.
5) Along Harrison St. in between Lee Hwy. and Washington Blvd.

All these areas will be impacted which again causes noise, walking worries (children and
pets), street parking problems, and naturally wear and tear on the streets themselves. How
many pot holes and speed bumps will have to be repaired more frequently, along with
resurfacing the streets themselves. This is yet another interruption for the neighborhoods to
endure.

Of course we haven't even thought about the years of construction that this project is going to
take. Just the thought of the noise, smells, stopped traffic, and amounts of trucks and cranes
coming and going...Ugh!

One other thing I thought about and would like to know:  in building a parking garage this
size, wouldn't that encourage residents (from in or out of the county) to use the garage to park
and take the bus or walk to the metro for their jobs downtown?  How would you control
something like that?

So those are my thoughts. 

Thank you reading!

Suzanne

P.S. Matt or Dennis, is there a way for you to print out and bring a number of copies of that
Walking Tour Map you handed out back in February? The 8 x 11 sheet.  I would like to hand
those out to my homeowners and others along the block so they can see the difference in how
the hospital campus currently looks, with larger setbacks and space, compared to what is being
proposed.  Thank you!



1

Matthew Ladd

From:
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 9:22 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Virginia Hospital Center Expansion

Hello Matt, 

I would like to express my concerns regarding the hospital expansion. Here are a few of my thoughts: 

1) Traffic light:  I live on N. 19th Street, in the cul-de-sac, and have experienced an increase of cars traveling
both ways on George Mason.  Many times, I am forced to make a right, and then make a U-turn in order to
drive towards Lee Highway.  I cannot imagine what traffic jams the expansion will create without having a
traffic light at the corner of N. 19th Street and George Mason.  There are students that cross George Mason to
catch the school bus and with drivers going well beyond the speed limit, without a traffic light, this will
definitely increase the risks students, neighbors, and folks visiting the hospital will have to endure.  I’ve lived in
this neighborhood almost 20 years now and I remember the days when George Mason was so easy to travel on
and leaving my street was a breeze.  Having ‘flashing’ lights as protection for driving, crossing and walking on
George Mason is unacceptable! There has to be a better solution.

2) The massive garage:  I understand the need for parking, but I don’t understand the placement of the
garage.  The current garage is closer inside the compound, and I wonder why the hospital will not consider
expanding the current garage to create the new needed space?  I know many of the neighbors who will be
directly affected by the size and height of the garage, and I cannot imagine opening my door or windows to a
brick building as a view. I too will be able to see the garage from my living room window, although across
George Mason, and I am very disappointed at the proposed location as well.  Is this something you would be
willing to wake up too?

3) Rodent control:  One of the older buildings was torn down due to a tree that fell on it, understandable.
However, the rodents that were ‘displaced’ by the tear-down was unbelievable! I could literally see rodents
crossing George Mason, some were ran over, but some made it to our side of the road, and may of my
neighbors, as well as my family experienced rodents in their yards, and surrounding areas.  Is there anything in
place to control the rodents that will be unearthed as the construction begins?

I urge you to truly listen to the needs, and concerns of the community, and imagine if it were you and your 
family living directly across from the new construction.  I await your response. 

Respectfully, 
Raquel Cordero-Page 



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject: Proposed Virginia Hospital Center expansion.
Date: Sunday, February 11, 2018 3:42:18 PM

February 11, 2018

Matt,

I am writing this e-mail concerning the proposed expansion of the Virginia Hospital Center (VHC.)  I
appreciated the informational sessions held on Monday, February 5, 2018 and subsequent Walking tour
on Saturday, February 10, 2018.

Since the beginning of the hospital expansion discussion, I have been conflicted.
As a physician, I understand that it is essential to study demographic trends to anticipate and plan for the
future healthcare needs of an expanding population.  On the other hand, Virginia Hospital Center was
built in a strictly residential area of single-family homes and any expansion effort should be sensitive to
the lives of existing residents.  While no one, including myself, expects this expansion to be without any
impact to the neighborhood, we have been assured that those impacts would be minimal.

Currently accessing George Mason Dr. from my residence in the morning peak traffic hour is challenging
due to traffic congestion.  Consequently, I have long been concerned with how this project could
potentially worsen an existing problem. Until Monday’s meeting, no one has been able to address my
question. 

In Monday’s meeting, I was heartened to learn from Mr. Sellin, that the primary goal of the Arlington
County Master Transportation Plan was to move more people without more traffic.

My concern/fears of the proposed expansion were markedly increased after the Site Planning Committee
presented quantifiable data on estimated traffic patterns upon completion of the project.  My wife and I
live at 1734 N George Mason Dr and are adjacent to proposed Entry #6.  Currently, the morning peak
hour (7:30 AM to 8:30 AM) traffic volume is 28 cars per hour.  Upon completion of the project, traffic in
front of my residence is anticipated to skyrocket to 416 cars per hour, a 14 fold (1485%) increase.  The
increased traffic congestion in the evening peak traffic hour (5:00 PM to 6 PM) is even more concerning. 
At the present time, evening peak traffic volume is estimated at 9 cars per hour.  Upon completion of the
project, the traffic adjacent to my residence during the evening peak traffic hours will increase to 434 cars
per hour, a 48 fold (4822%) increase. 

How do these projection align with the primary goal of the Arlington County Master Transportation Plan? 
The answer is, they don’t.   

Furthermore, the hospital-building consultants reported that 7entry stations were needed for the VHC
campus to distribute entry and exit from the hospital campus without overburdening any one entrance. 
That said, Entry #6 and #8, account for the majority of all campus access during peak hours (61 % in the
morning and 66% in the evening.)

As you heard at Saturday’s meeting, the two Homeowner’s Associations on George Mason Dr. are very
concerned with the current proposal and the adverse effect these changes will have on their daily
activities and quality of life.

As a physician and homeowner, I would like to see this project move forward but with a WIN – WIN –WIN
(hospital, community, and local homeowners) solution.  I am optimistic that creative solutions can be
found to allow this expansion to move forward without the overwhelming negative impacts to existing



homeowners. 

Before closing, let me state that it is disappointing that the traffic impact study was presented so late in
the expansion approval process (4 months prior to presentation to the county board.)  I have asked
hospital leaders multiple times for this information over the last year in open forums. 

Would it be possible to convene concerned citizens with hospital planners to explore creative solutions?  I
think our concerns warrant a personal meeting to address our concerns.  At present, the proposal is not
acceptable to me and other residents adjacent the hospital.

I would appreciate an acknowledgment that this e-mail has been received and what response has been
taken.  I would be grateful if you would forward this e-mail to Mr. Sellin and Ms. Iacomini for their
situational awareness.  Unfortunately, I don’t have their e-mail addresses. 

Thanks for your consideration!

Don Wright MD MPH



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject: VHC Expansion Project Comments.
Date: Thursday, February 08, 2018 3:33:34 PM

Hello Dennis, Nancy, and All Representatives,

Thank you for the presentation Monday, the 6th. This is a very involved process with many
factors and issues to discuss and hopefully improve.

My name is Suzanne Nirschl-Brown and I am the president of the Taratowne HOA. We are a
12 townhouse community, with 30 vehicles on property. We are in the 1800 block off N.
George Mason Dr. Even though we are "part of" the Langston Civic Association, our needs
are unique in many ways, and thus we feel our voices need to be heard separately, as well as,
in conjunction with Langston.

I have personally lived here for 33 years with my husband and we have two grown daughters,
so my experiences living next to George Mason Dr. (between Lee Hwy. and Washington
Blvd.) offer solid knowledge.  On a side note, my father has been a physician in the 1715
Medical Bldg. for over 35 years and a surgeon at VHC, so I've been on that campus hundreds
of times over the years.

Our development already has challenges, and this VHC Expansion is going to increase them
as you can imagine...visually (a towering building with no decent setback) hovering in front of
us, our private parking lot which already deals with people parking in it and going across the
street for appts. (awful), a bus stop (which we gave the county permission to build a covered
stop on), pedestrians on our property waiting for the bus trampling our flowers, bushes and
drawing on our mailbox (young kids unattended), traffic noise, ambulance sirens, pulling out
of our lot safely onto George Mason Dr., and then the dreaded and dangerous U-Turns.  This
is where I will focus right now since the discussions are currently on transportation issues.

As many of us here have voiced many times, there is a real concern for having multiple
entrances into the VHC campus off N. George Mason Dr. Having two major entrances with
two traffic lights ONLY one block apart not only will cause confusion, backed up traffic
(definitely), but it is dangerous.

For our community, to have an entrance to the campus with a traffic light, only 240 feet away
from where our 30 cars have to turn in and out multiple times a day, is going to be a serious,
dangerous problem.

1) Cars on George Mason Dr. stopped at the red light to entrance 6 are going to be backed up
and block our ability to get in and out of our lot in a timely manner.  Plus there's the ART bus
that will block us too.

2) Where are we going to U-turn now?  Currently we U-turn fairly well at entrance 7 (the road
to the 1715 bldg.) because THERE IS NO LIGHT to cause confusion with cars behind us and
cars coming out. And the spacing there is wide for us to get around.  The current traffic light
into the hospital entrance, #8, gives plenty of paused time to make these turns around entrance
#7.  IN ADDITION, we have enough time to turn out of our parking lot and safely move two
lanes over into that left turn lane to make a U-turn.  There has to be enough time and distance



for us to make this driving transition across the lanes.

3) The traffic reps said to me and my neighbor, you'll be able to U-turn faster now because of
the new entrance and light.  Faster???  Think about what we would have to do to make a U-
turn there and how unsafe and harmful that would be.

a) How can we get over two lanes into a left turn lane that fast if there is traffic?  There's not
enough feet to do that safely.

b) When and if we do, how can we make a safe U-turn and not get into an accident?  Here's
the scene:

       I'm in my car in the left turn lane sitting at a red light. There are cars behind me.
Cars are on the other side of George Mason Dr., at the red light. Cars are coming out of
the campus exit with the green light.  NOW THE CHAOS BEGINS:  The light turns
green and I need to U-turn. Do the cars behind me know I want to U-turn?  No, they see
the light turn green and with that signal, they are expecting me to move and turn into the
campus.  But I can't turn because the cars on the other side going North are in my way.
So I am infuriating those patients and visitors behind me, holding them up as they honk
their horns and yell and hopefully don't run into the back of my car because they aren't
paying attention.  But wait, it still isn't over, because once there's a space from cars gone
on the other side of George Mason, I still have to wait for the cars coming out of the
VHC campus because they are going to keep turning right (right turn on red light).  Can
you understand how awful and frightening this would be? Plus this would be the same
situation if we attempted U-turns around hospital entrance #8.

4) Our 30 cars, plus 4 cars from the two houses next to us, are currently U-turning hundreds
of times a week around entry 7 and 19th St.  I U-turn myself probably 4-5 times a day.

Our community and many other people are asking for the planners to seriously rethink this
idea of having a second entry way onto the campus for patients and visitors. And not to have
any other traffic light added.  With the size of this campus, there has to be a way to have ONE
entrance off of George Mason Dr., the current one, and then have roads within the campus to
take people to whichever parking garage or drop off point they need to go to.  Turn into
entrance #8 and go right...toward the hospital and 1635 bldg, or go left toward the 1715 bldg
and new parking deck. This makes the most commonsense.

5) Let's please not forget the impact on the intersection of 19th St. and George Mason Dr.
400? more cars coming and going, turning onto and off of 19th St., coming out onto George
Mason Dr.  A blinking pedestrian crosswalk?  Stopping traffic and backed up cars causing
congestion and a visual nightmare trying to move around. Cars (like ours) trying to U-turn
around 19th St. Vehicles speeding to get around a stopped bus (which is at this intersection).
All I can see is an absolute cluster of irritable activity, agitation and the high risk of an
accident.

So please, with these things in mind, we are asking you to seriously find a way to have a
single entrance into the campus off George Mason Dr., and no added traffic light between 19th
and 16th St. 

How about adding a traffic light further North on George Mason Dr., like Patrick Henry Dr. or



20th St.  Use the interactions there to stop traffic away from the hospital activity of turning
cars, crossing pedestrians, and buses stopping.  This gives a pause on the road, for that section
between 19th St. and 16th St. (going South) for people to come in and out of residential
homes on 19th St. and all along George Mason Dr.. and the campus itself.  

Doesn't this make sense from a safety point of view?

Thank you very much for reading my email and the suggestions coming from our residents at
Taratowne. We appreciate you hearing our worries and concerns.

Sincerely,

Suzanne



From:
To:
Subject: Re: SPRC Walking Tour: Virginia Hospital Center, Saturday, Feb 10 at 10 am
Date: Monday, February 05, 2018 7:30:26 PM

Looks like - due to a Boy Scout commitment - I cannot attend the walkthrough
Will another walking tour occur?
As a member of the VHC Task Force, and former WWCA President 
During the last hospital expansion, I would like to provide some direct inputs to staff 

One item I would like corrected is the “current” elevations on documents place on the project
website.  Currently their is a noticeable Hill from George Mason drive to existing county
buildings.  This forms a buffer between street, residences, and county two story buildings.
This is not shown on the “current” and need to be for public presentation to be accurate.
Please have Hospital architects correct the elevation drawings

My other concerns are the following:
1) lack of green space against residential areas
All green space is interior to site
2) no master plan for entire site VHC campus
3) entrances and exist to site are on residential stets and not reconfigured to be in 16th and
George mason only
4) need to discuss how traffic spilling over to residential areas will be controlled
5) traffic calming to change flows to keep Hospital traffic, especially commercial service
vehicles out of residential areas
6) ability for hospital to place parking underground as was done with tower built during last
expansion.  This will cost more money, however will lower height of new construction
7) keeping sidewalks with grass strip as is required in residential areas
8) tiering of structure against current existing garage and physicians building

Michael Bruce

On Feb 5, 2018, at 9:19 AM, Matthew Ladd  wrote:

Mr. Bruce,

Thanks for contacting me about the walking tour on Saturday. Information about the tour is
provided below. I will add your email address to our list for future updates on the Virginia Hospital
Center project.

Matt Ladd, AICP | Principal Planner
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PLANNING, HOUSING & DEVELOPMENT
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 700 | Arlington, VA 22201

 | |  www.arlingtonva.us

All correspondence sent to and from Arlington County Government is subject to the public record laws of the Commonwealth
of Virginia.

http://www.arlingtonva.us/


From:
To:
Cc:

Subject: Tara Towne
Date: Monday, February 05, 2018 6:32:52 AM

Good Morning Matt,

Here are just some of the major concerns the residents of Tara Towne regarding the Edison St. property. These are the town
homes located in the 1800 block of George Mason Dr directly across from the property. 

1) Cars are going to stop in front of and block our entrance waiting for the green light, along with the Art Bus, since the bus
stop is in front of our property. There are 12 houses, with a total of 30 cars that come and go multiple times a day,out of our
"cul de sac" parking lot. This would be a huge problem.

2) Cars are going to stop in front of and block the 19th St. opening and cause traffic problems, potential accidents, etc. for all
the vehicles trying to make a right or left turn from 19th St. (on our side).

3) I don't think they have considered the backup issues this will create for all the vehicles exiting the road out of the 1715
Bldg. parking deck.  If the light is red at that new light, then each car (which won't be many) will only travel a short amount of
feet before they have to stop at the red light, thus preventing as many cars as possible to move along once they take that right
turn on George Mason Dr..  Then that means, cars that would have been able to turn right won't be able to and therefore they
will be stuck on that road next to the 1715 Bldg. and blocking the doctor's parking lot and getting in the way of the pedestrian
crossing, etc.

4) Cars that have turned right out of the 1635 Bldg. road (where the current traffic light is) will then go 400 or so feet and they
will get stopped at the red light at the new entrance and they will very well block the opening to the 1715 road, so no cars can
turn in or out.

5) The ART Bus is going to stop right in front of our property to collect people and then if the light turns red as it begins to
go, it will block our parking lot opening.

6) Why are four floors necessary for doctor's offices?  This is making the building 7-8 stories high. These have nothing to do
with hospital. These are for patients coming to see a physician for treatment or diagnosis. That is separate from needing
surgery or hospital care.  We understand that some doctor's will need to move from the 1625 Hospital Bldg. in order to create
the space for the 44 hospital beds, but we would like to know HOW MANY doctors will need to move, thus HOW MANY
offices will be needed in the new building.  Maybe only two or three floors are necessary and they are just adding another
floor (just in case or for the future).

7) I personally stood on the sidewalk next to George Mason Dr. in front of the 1635 Medical Bldg. and walked off the
distance to the front of the building.  It was about 75 feet away.  I did the same thing with the 1625 Hospital Bldg. and it was
the same, about 75 feet from the sidewalk to the front door.  Having these tall buildings back and away from the houses that
are across the street from them, make all the difference in the world.  They give space and distance, thus minimizing the feel
of being dominated and closed in.  None of us on George Mason Dr., 19th St., or Edison St. wants to have a towering
structure in our face.  This is why the setback distance is crucial.

8) Why aren't we seeing an architecture drawing with the building and parking deck pushed to the interior of the space, getting
rid of that sunken outdoor seating area?  If they want people to be able to sit outside, then have some benches placed around
the outside of buildings in between the sidewalks and buildings.  That outdoor area space is unnecessary and frankly unfair to
us residents. The priority should be compromising with us, since we are having to look at this complex every day and moment
we look out our windows or step outside, not whether a handful of people have a "pretty" spot to sit.  And really, how many
days of the year are people going to be outside?  Not in the rain, snow, 95 degree heat or bitter cold. Every owner I have
spoken with here, is complaining about that poor use of space and again asking why the building can't be right next to the
1715 Office Bldg.

-- 
Tracy Sean Greiner



From:
To:
Subject: VHC SPRC #2
Date: Sunday, February 04, 2018 9:03:01 PM

Matt,
I was finally able to get over to the VHC site on February 3. I
have some questions and observations for the SPRC meeting
Monday. I believe the SPRC will speak to transportation Monday
which will be the majority of the below comments.

I apologize that I have not gotten these to you sooner, but I
have had a bad cold all week and tried to focus on that versus
the VHC SPRC.

Previous SPRC meeting:
From the last VHC SPRC meeting there seemed to be considerable
consternation regarding the heights of the new buildings and
the set backs along George Mason, 19th St N and N. Edison St.
Will there be any discussion Monday on this subject including
changes that the developer has considered? I am fully aware
that VHC is a hospital and a needed asset to the Arlington
community. But it is also a commercial enterprise. Does VHC or
any other health facility have special rights and obligations?
Or is VHC treated as any other commercial exercise for
development purposes? It would be useful to be able to review
other commercial projects in Arlington that are adjacent to
single family homes. Do other developments have similar
setbacks and density adjacent to residential neighborhoods or
is the VHC proposed construction an anomaly?

TRANSPORTATION:

1. I suggest that it would be thoughtful to consider not just
transportation issues associated with the VHC improvements,
but the transportation issues associated with significant
other changes that are coming to this part of Arlington. To
name just a few. Arlington will begin a study in
conjunction with the Lee Highway Alliance which may invite
significant improvements along Lee Highway corridor.
Construction in Arlington is significant presently. The
areas around VHC are no different. Consider the development
in the East Falls Church area, the day care center at
Lexington, the vacant structures awaiting development plans
and significant school construction including the Reed
school. VHC is the issue at hand, but should some
consideration be given to also consider the broader
community and future transportation needs.

2. Would like to highlight three (3) intersections that are
now an issue and may become a larger issue with the



increase in transit to/from VHC. I recognize that all have
a VDOT component. Highlighting these are designed to
demonstrate that there is a cut through to neighborhood
streets today and this would increase with added traffic
to/from VHC. An added component are the studies currently
underway to asses whether I66 tolls have pushed cars off
I66 and onto Arlington roadways. First, Lee Highway and N.
Harrison St. Currently there are turn signals at the Lee
Highway approaches. I am told that there have been requests
from the adjacent citizens and civic associations to allow
turn signals for the two Harrison St approaches. I
understand that today it is problematic for the Harrison
St. traffic to turn left at this intersection. Vehicles may
have to wait more than one traffic light cycle. This
becomes a VHC issue should there be increased traffic
because traffic will be encouraged, as they are today, to
use N. Harrison St and then turn left onto 22nd St N. (a
neighborhood street) to reach VHC. Second, the intersection
of George Mason Dr. and Lee Highway. This intersection
needs a right turn lane from Lee Highway to George Mason
Dr. Today with no right turn lane traffic backs up and on
occasion is not able to turn right onto George Mason Dr. in
one traffic signal. This again encourages traffic coming
from the west to turn right on N. Harrison St and then left
at the next intersection N. 22nd St., a neighborhood
street. Third, the intersection at Washington Blvd and
George Mason Dr. There is no left turn signal for traffic
from the west to turn left onto George Mason Dr. This
encourages vehicles to turn left onto neighborhood streets
such as N. Inglewood St a neighborhood street to drive
through the neighborhoods to N. George Mason Dr. and other
arterials.

3. There is also a concern with traffic signals and congestion
heading east from the Westover shopping area and Swanson
school along Washington Blvd. This will become more
pronounced as the Reed school is turned into an elementary
school. Washington Blvd is a major arterial for traffic
heading east and such will increase with the added traffic
going to VHC. There is a concern that this traffic will be
encouraged to use local streets to “get around” Washington
Blvd. Traffic especially with the increase in traffic going



to VHC.   
4. At the last SPRC, Mr. Stanton noted that the egress for
commercial vehicles heading to/from the Receiving area
would egress on George Mason versus N. Edison St, as is the
case today. After making this transit on several occasions
I find this problematic. First. vehicles would have no
traffic control signals leaving VHC. Especially making left
turns seems to be a traffic hazard. This could be
alleviated by allowing commercial vehicles to exit VHC at
the current traffic signal. Today, vehicles can enter at
this location, but not exit (a one way). The larger issue
is pedestrian safety. These commercial vehicles would be
transiting past doctor’s offices, the Oncology center and
other patient related services. It is my assumption that
patients and visitors do not have full time and attention
on transit, but rather what awaits them or their loved ones
in a patient care environment. I suggest that VHC review
and consider leaving the egress point for the Receiving
area at N. Edison St. This is a patient and staff safety
issue. It is also a transit issue when these commercial
vehicles are turning left into and out of VHC onto N.
George Mason Dr. with no traffic control device. Further,
during the last construction Arlington did not find that a
left turn signal was needed at the George Mason entrance to
VHC. A few years later the community convinced Arlington
transportation staff that a turn signal was needed. I
believe that all now agree that the turn signal is a
positive asset. In the case of commercial vehicles the
egress point has no signal exiting VHC.

5. At Monday’s SPRC, it would be useful to show what traffic
control devices are planned for egress into and out of the
area next to the planned outpatient center and particularly
the planned parking garage.

6. At the past SPRC, there was an issue raised about the cost
to park in the planned new parking garage. Any costs to
park should be broken into at least three categories: (1)
employees of VHC, (2) employees in the doctor’s offices on
the grounds of VHC, but separate from VHC, and (3) patients
and visitors.

7. There is currently a moratorium on restricting parking in
residential neighborhoods including those surrounding VHC.



It would be useful for VHC’s community relations for
Arlington to allow restricted parking where all or most
parking is used by users and staff on the VHC site during
working hours Monday through Friday. Alternatively, allow
VHC to begin now to manage parking for all staff working on
the grounds of VHC who choose to park in the residential
neighborhoods.

8. At the end of construction, it would be appropriate from a
safety perspective to remove parking on one side or 16th St
N in front of VHC. Today, drivers are looking for that one
available space making “U” turns or other hazardous
maneuvers. There are automobile doors flying open with
drivers leaving their vehicles unexpectedly. There are
instances where patients and children are being helped out
of these vehicles on the driving side of the vehicle.

9. Existing buildings on the VHC site especially the newer
building along 16th St N. appear to be set back at a
greater distance than what is displayed on the schematics
for the the proposed parking garage and outpatient center.
Suggest that VHC provide a drawing showing the existing
building set backs and those proposed for the new
buildings.

10. As all are aware, there is significant consternation
regarding the proposed parking garage at 19th St N along N.
Edison. To assist in alleviating some of this consternation
it would be advantageous to consider constructing some or
all of the parking needs on the Healing Garden site. There
has been offered the though that residents on that side of
VHC especially 15th St N residents would find this most
unpopular. However, today, it appears that residents of N.
Edison St and 19th St N find the current planned parking
structure also quite unpopular. By taking this action it
could also alleviate some of the angst associated with the
new outpatient building by allowing more options for
repositioning the outpatient center allowing more set back
and possibly providing more building space so that the
height could be exchanged for broader use of available land
space. This would certainly be unsettling for neighbors
around the healing garden. However, it would be an attempt
to treat the necessary expansion at VHC holistically and
treat all residential areas equally.



11. Some suggest that hospitals need outside “comfort zones”
with lots of greenery for patients where they can rest and
reflect. This is a laudable goal. However, it is my
impression what with the high cost of health care that the
hospital based inpatient and outpatient environment does
not lend itself to such. If such is needed, it could be
provided in a rehabilitative setting. If one considers
moving a patient to an outside “comfort zone” environment,
one would need to consider the extensive effort to “unplug”
a patient from the multitude of patient support devices and
the staff time available, as well as the cost, to accompany
the patient. Further, with the expanding patient population
at VHC and the paucity of available land, emphasis is
placed on hospital based inpatient and outpatient care with
patient stay timeframes encouraged to be at a minimum.



From:
To:
Subject: Edison Street Project Hospital Expansion
Date: Tuesday, December 19, 2017 8:41:38 AM

I attended last night's meeting and have some questions and comments:

- Why is parking excluded from density calculations? From the point of view of
neighborhood residents, this is ridiculous on its face.

- What is the justification for the proposed setback for 19 Street and for Edison Street being
significantly less than was used when the hospital was built on 16 Street?

- How will medical waste, used equipment, trash, and laundry be removed from the proposed
outpatient building?

- The plan seems to call for an employee parking entrance on 19th Street which is far too
narrow to accommodate increased traffic. The existing employee parking entered from 19th is
far more limited than what VHS is proposing to build and will result in greatly increased
traffic on 19th and on Edison.

- Fairfax hospital should not be used as a comparison as it is a suburban hospital. VHS is an
urban hospital located in a county known for its emphasis on walkability, urban village feel,
and access to public transportation and other transportation options -- ride-sharing, taxis, ART
bus, etc.

- I do not have free parking at my worksite. My employer uses reimbursement for metro fares
as an inducement for employees to ride metro. Why shouldn't the hospital do the same?

- The area in front of the cafe is being discussed as "the pad site." Last night VHS admitted
that their long-term expansion plans include building on that site. What will happen to the
much-vaulted "open-space amenity" then?

- Is there a plan for a traffic light at 19th and George Mason Drive? Under current traffic
conditions left turns there are extremely difficult.

- Current sightlines at the corner of 19th and Edison make it very difficult to turn right from 19
onto Edison. I am concerned that increased traffic on both streets will result in collisions.

Thank you.  I look forward to participating in the walk through on January 6. 



From:
To:

Subject: VHC Expansion - For Consideration In Advance of Tonight"s Site Plan Review Committee Meeting
Date: Monday, December 18, 2017 10:18:57 AM
Attachments: VHC Back 1.jpg

VHC Back 6.jpg
VHC Back 7.jpg
VHC Back 3.jpg
VHC Back 8.jpg
VHC Back 2.jpg

Dear Mr. Schwarz, Board Member Cristol and SPRC Members ,

My name is Jessica Buckwalter and I am a member of the John M. Langston Civic Association.  I live

on N. Edison Street between 21st and 22nd Streets   I am writing concerning the VHC’s Site Plan and

December 18th Presentation.  I am outraged that the plan increases traffic on North Edison Street
rather than decreasing traffic. 

The Second Community Guiding Principle is to “minimize vehicular traffic on neighborhood street.” 
That principal goes on to state that “VHC plan to reinforce primary vehicular entrances from George
Mason Drive to minimize patient, staff and service traffic on adjacent streets.”  Yet the plan
submitted by the hospital does the exact opposite.  Rather than minimizing traffic, and decreasing
access to the hospital from North Edison Street the VHC’s plan is to increase entrances to garage

parking off of North Edison street and 19th Street.  This is completely unacceptable.

Every day I see a large number of cars speeding down north Edison street and ultimately turning into
the hospital’s “parking” entrance off of N. Edison.  North Edison is a residential street with zero stop

signs between Lee Highway and 16th Street North, severely lacks speed bumps,  and in several places
there aren’t even sidewalks on both sides of the street.  We have elementary school children and
middle school children that must cross North Edison to walk to neighborhood schools.  We need to
reduce traffic on North Edison and VHC’s plan to continue using North Edison as the main thorough
for its employees to get to the hospital puts our children in danger.  Make no mistake, the cars that
speed down this street every day go directly to the VHC Employee Parking lot.    There is no reason
why employee’s need special access to hospital parking that is separate and distinct from the main
entrance off of George Mason Drive.  The hospital’s complete lack of concern for the residents that

live on N. Edison St and 19th Street North is appalling.  This “plan” is a slap in the face to the John M.
Langston Citizen’s Association and the residents in the community. The county needs to and MUST
do better.  North Edison Street is a neighborhood residential street and our community’s need to
keep it that way must be addressed.

If we are being forced to live with an ugly parking garage, large trash bins and oversized pipes as our
view on a daily basis the community should gain some sort of benefit such as a DECREASE in vehicle

traffic on N. Edison and 19th Street to/from the hospital.  The hospital needs to find a way to change
the access to the hospital so that ALL vehicles (except ambulances) must enter through the main
entrance off of George Mason.  Additionally, at this stage, all off-street parking on north Edison
street should be permit only for residents.  I don’t think that this is too much to ask of the hospital









and the county. 

Finally,  VHC and the county need to address the complete lack of aesthetics to the back of the
hospital that the residents of North Edison see every day.  I am attaching pictures of what we see
daily. These are taken from North Edison Street.  Make no mistake, the hospital does nothing to hide
their disgusting trash from our view.  They do nothing to keep up the landscaping on North Edison
Street.  And they do nothing to benefit our the needs of our residential community.  It is a disgrace.

Sincerely,

Jessica Lobis Buckwalter















From:
To:
Subject: VHC Expansion
Date: Tuesday, December 12, 2017 10:52:18 PM

Mr Ladd,

Having attended the community engagement at the hospital on Nov 16th, 2017, I am left with 
many concerns regarding the proposed expansion, and the impact it may have on the 
surrounding community.  Primarily those residing adjacent the proposed structure(s) along 
North Edison St and 19th St North.  This message is only the tip of the iceberg regarding my 
concerns, but the most important topics from my perspective.

My first concern is regarding the perspective(s) of the various renderings which have been 
made available to the public so far.  I am concerned that they may have been created from 
such [virtual] vantage points as to minimize how truly invasive/oppressive the structure(s) 
may actually be to the neighboring residences.  I ask you (the county) to request, either from 
the hospital and/or its architects, an ACCURATE (1:1:1 (x:y:z) scale) perspective, preferably, 
from each location that would ultimately represent the front door/stoop of each home or 
dwelling located directly across the street from these proposed structures.  Also included with 
each perspective, a semi-transparent overlay of the present view from these same locations, so 
EVERYONE can get an idea of what the community may be in for, if these structures are 
approved without any alterations.  I also request that if the county is willing to make such a 
request, the resulting renderings be made available to the community.  Primarily those 
residents along N Edison St. and along 19th St. N., since I don’t think the residents across 
from the expansion along George Mason Dr. will mind the park like environment that the 
hospital has planned for that side.

I don’t think these request are too much to ask.  Nor would they be too hard to address, or 
require too much effort on the part of the hospital or its architects, since it is apparent by the 
existing renderings that there are most likely CAD model(s) of the proposed facility already in 
existence.  The same goes for my request of an overlay representing the present perspective, 
which based on the present state of the property and surrounding area, wouldn’t require much 
more information than a Digital Elevation Model. If the hospital or its architects indicate that 
they do not have the resources or data to address the second part of this request, I’d be willing 
to bet that Arlington County’s GIS office has the data and resources to address such a request 
with relative ease and minimal effort.

Also, during the engagement one if the participants actually asked if the elevations for the 
planned structures will be made available to the public.  If I’m not mistaken, his request was 
met with the response that the hospital has not yet filed these plans with the county, and 
therefore insinuating that they were not available at that time. However, I do not recall anyone 
actually saying yes or no, as to whether they will be made available. Will the SPRC be willing 
to advocate on the community’s behalf, access to the requested elevations?

Thank you for your consideration in these matters, and please feel free to reach out if there is 
something in this request that is unclear, and if you or anyone else, may nee e 
further.  In addition to this email address, I can also be reached by phone at  if 
you’d prefer.

V/r
James “Matt” Lyster



From:
To: Matthew Ladd
Subject: Virginia Hospital Center Expension
Date: Friday, November 17, 2017 2:03:20 PM

Mr. Ladd,

My name is Jessica Buckwalter and I am a resident of High View Park/Hall’s Hill and a member of the
Langston Brown Civic Association.  I attended the kick off meeting last night and would urge the Site
Plan Review Committee to livestream all future meetings.    For many of us, it simply is not possible
to attend every meeting on this project especially when the meetings are scheduled to last 3 hours
and take place between 7:00-10:00pm.  Livestreaming a meeting allows a larger number of
concerned individuals to participate in the process and stay up to date on the progress being made
and discussions on the relevant issues.  It also allows the community to streamline the questions and
concerns that we email to the committee.

I raised this with Ms. Iacomini and her concern was simply whether or not the it was possible to do
this in Washington and Lee HS.  I can assure you that not only is it possible, but the Arlington County
School Board livestreams all of its meetings and working group sessions, including those that take
place in the high school, so I see no barrier for the SRPC to do the same.

Many Thanks,

Jessica Buckwalter
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